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from the president…
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It is with great sadness that I note the passing of one of our members, Cary
Nettles, W5SRR. He passed away November 19th at the age of 106. “Mr.
Cary”, as most of us referred to him, led an amazing life. He was a NASA
Rocket Scientist, whose work on the Atlas rocket helped save that program
and directly contributed to helping put a man on the moon.

Secretary
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Mr. Cary was a longtime member of the MARC and contributed to the club
in many ways. Next to trains, he loved amateur radio and was always willing to
share his vast knowledge and experience with new hams. He was often on the
club repeater, willing to assist anyone who had a technical problem with their
radio or antenna. In many ways, he was the embodiment of the spirit of
amateur radio.
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It has been suggested that the club honor Mr. Cary by creating an annual
award in his memory, to give to an amateur radio operator who distinguishes
themselves in emergency work, Elmering, training, or
something that advances the hobby. I
think this is a great idea and we will announce more
details soon.
Our yearly Christmas Party will be held December 14th
at the La Fuente Mexican Restaurant in the Neely’s Bend
Shopping Center. We will start
eating around 5:30 and we will have
a quick meeting at 6:30. We will then play a
game of Dirty Santa.
We hope
that everyone can join us for the food and
fellowship.
Best wishes to everyone for a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year!

73,
Joe N4JW

Club Meeting Tuesday Dec. 14
at the La Fuente Mexican Restaurant

November minutes….. From Jay KK4FHS
November's Meeting 2021-11-09
CatFish Campus
17:30 gorge & gab
19:00 meeting starts
Meeting called to order at 19:00 by President Joe,
N4JW.
In Attendance: 24 in person & 8 Zoom.

Announcements:
> Joe, N5JW purchased a projector for the TV
that was voted for during October's meeting.
Works great.
> Christmas party ideas discussed
> Weather 101 @ https://www.weather.gov/ohx/
> Tonight's auction total: $214.00
Presentation by Jerry N4EO

Last month's minutes published in October's newsletter.
Motion to accept: Rick K4PKA
2nd: Everett N5MZX
Financial Report:
Beginning Balance $3,693.31
Deposits:
Silent Auction proceeds $155.00
September Club Auction proceeds $10.00
new membership dues $25.00
donation $20.00

Motion to adjourn: Terry KG4FNG
2nd: Bufford W4HVW
Meeting adjourned.

Happy Holidays
Jay KK4HFS

Withdraws:
repairs to old amplifier $407.18
new club projector and case $426.06
Ending Balance: $3,070.07

VE Exam locations…

If you can’t wait until the January MARC VE session, here are two possibilities to take an exam during December:

NASHVILLE, TN 12/11/2021
Sponsor: Nashville VE Team
Date: Dec 11 2021
Time: 9:00 AM (No Walk-ins / Register or Call ahead)
Contact: Monvel Tandy. Maskew
(615) 268-0266
Email: K9FQ.mm@gmail.com
VEC: ARRL/VEC
Location: Crieve Hall School and Church
4806 Trousdale Dr

WOODBURY TN 12/11/2021
Sponsor: DCCARC
Date: Dec 11 2021
Time: 1:00 PM (No Walk-ins / Register or Call
ahead)
Contact: Jeffrey Lyn. Kemper
Email: JeffreyKemper57@gmail.com
VEC: WCARS TN
Location: Cannon Co Rescue Squad Admin Office
318 Lehman St

Designing and building a custom grounding
buss bar for my Ham Shack… from Eric N4GLA
Just a quick background on me, I started out
with a couple Baofeng Radios I bought back in
January after the AT&T bombing on Christmas
Day in Nashville. I began listening to the
repeaters in the area as I began to study for my
test. I took my test back in February of 2021, it
took almost 8 weeks to get my license issued so
I am a fairly new Amateur Radio Operator.
After I got my license a friend (N4TOW)
loaned me his Ed Fong antenna which I hung in
my first story window so I could get off the
rubber ducky antenna. WOW what a difference
that made!
A few weeks later K4PKA and I went to a
ham tailgate party put on by the Short Mountain
Repeater club. There I bought a UHF/VHF JPole antenna from the club which I installed in
my attic, where it remains today.
One day while talking on the radio
WB5WHA heard me and another Ham talking
about a Ringo Ranger antenna. WB5EHA said
he had one he was not using and I was welcome
to it. Needless to say I jumped at that
opportunity. Initially I put it up on my deck to
begin testing and tuning it.
Next I installed a 31 foot antenna mast,
which is attached to the side of my house and
put that Ringo Ranger on top, along with a 6m
dipole I had built. The tip of the Ringo is about
45 feet up. This got me to thinking about how to
get coax into my shack which is in my home
office, as well as grounding and what I needed
to do. I decided to mount a weather proof box
(7.9x7.9x3.1 inches) on the side of my house
and run a 2 inch conduit through the wall into
the shack! This same box would also serve as a
grounding point for everything.
I drove a ground pole in near the mast and
ran a copper wire from the mast. I also ran a
copper wire into the box and attached it to a 4
inch piece of ½ copper pipe, as a quick and easy
solution. From there I ran a copper wire into the
house and attached it to a ground buss bar
which I had mounted to the underside of my

desk. All of my radio
equipment is grounded
to the buss bar with ¼
inch flat braided wire.

Before PolyPhasers

I’ve

run that way for many months as I
planned to get some PolyPhasers to protect the
coax/antenna lines. Well I picked up 2 used
PolyPhasers at the WCARES tailgate in
October so it was time to move to the next step.
Designing and building the ground buss
I purchased a 12x3x1/4 inch Aluminum bar and
some Dielectric Grease to build a grounding bar
in the exterior box to install the PolyPhasers. I
chose Aluminum over Copper since the
PolyPhasers are also Aluminum bodies; I
figured that would reduce the possibility of
electrolysis and the corrosion it causes. Not to
mention it is a cost savings over copper. The
Continued next page

Dielectric Grease will also help prevent any
corrosion and ensure the best possible
connection between everything.
I cut the bar down to 7.25 inches then drilled
some mounting holes which line up with some
standoffs in the bottom of the box (the 4 larger
counter sunk holes)

Next I drilled and tapped 3 holes where the
PolyPhasers will mount (3 in the middle) along
with 8 additional holes (along the top & bottom)
and where I will install grounding screws.
Here is what it looks like with the
PolyPhasers placed (but not bolted down):
Here is a close up of the PolyPhaser:
I will put the Dielectric grease between the
PolyPhasers and the grounding plate to help
prevent any oxidation or corrosion and ensure
good electrical contact.
Total Cost of this setup (not including the
coax and grounding wires) is under $75
Here are some images of the final product
installed in the box.
You will note there are a couple extra pull lines
there to make future runs into the shack easier.

Hope this inspires someone to start a
project!
God Bless, N4GLA

Share the magic of Ham Radio and Santa Claus with your
children, grandchildren, and neighborhood kids.
The Santa Net is held every evening between
Thanksgiving and Christmas on 3.916 MHz at 7:15PM
Central Time.
Prior to each night's Santa Net, pre-net check-ins can be
made at www.cqsanta.com Third party rules and
regulations apply.
The Santa Nets are presented annually by The 3916 Nets.
The Rag Chew Crew, The Tailgaters and The
Freewheelers are all amateur radio nets that meet on 3.916
MHz nightly. For more information on The 3916
Nets, go to http://www.3916nets.com For more
information on The Santa Net, email KE5GGY at Gmail
dot com.
There are LOTS of good things going on with Ham
Radio! Be a part of it. Get on the air. Go to the club
meeting. Participate in the events. The people having the
most fun, are the ones who are the most involved!

Stray
Cats
Everett N5MZX
First of all I want to wish all of you a Merry
Christmas.

The TS-120 Saga Continued
Soon after last months newsletter I received my new
Kenwood TS-120S. The radio was well packed and
survived the journey. Upon inspection the radio was
found to be in Very good condition. Included with the
radio was a bound copy of the operators manual and the
MC-35S microphone.
Before firing it up I read the manual before applying
power to the radio. The Astron RS-20A had not been used
recently so I powered it up and checked the voltage to
make sure it was putting out 13.8v and not a higher
amount. This was to make sure the voltage regulator and
electrolytic capacitors were doing their job properly. Now
satisfied all was well with the power supply I turned it on
and an old radio sprang to life. After setting the ALC and
carrier level, I called CQ. My first contact was with
K8NY in Summit Point WV. His signal report to me was
59 with good audio and I continued to make many more
contacts over the next few hours. I also have enjoyed
running some CW and have been very satisfied with my
reports.
In addition to the new radio I treated myself to a new
key. The key is a High-Mound HK-708. It has a very
smooth action but wish the knob was a little different. The
TS-120S, Astron RS-20A, and MFJ-949E are a perfect
combination for my new station and at a reasonable price.

Homebrew 49:1 End Fed Half Wave Antenna
I use a EFHW antenna with my PFR-3 and Bayou
Jumper on portable operations and have been very
satisfied with it. The Mini 80-10 m No Tune End Fed
Half Wave Antenna is a kit from QRPGuys and sells for
$20. But for the new 100 watt station, I need a 49:1 rated
transformer at 100 watts or more. So I decided to roll my
own after pricing similar products. The final cost of my
project was about $35 using a couple of Junk box parts.
The toroid and magnet wire was sourced from
www.kitsandparts.com. There will be an operational
report next month.
Parts list
FT-240-43 mix toroid
5 ft. 18 AWG magnet wire
2- 1in. Adhesive cable tie mounts
2 -5.5 in cable ties
1- 3.5 x4.5 x 2 plastic instrument case
2- ¼ x 1 ½ in long SS screws
8- ¼ Flat washers
2- ¼ in toothed lock washers
1- 1/8 in x 1 ½ in long eye bolt
2- 1/8 in nuts
2- 1/8 in flat washers
1- 1/8 in lock washers
Your choice of antenna and solderless terminals
Construction instructions and videos can be found on the
Web.
73 de N5MZX Everett

The Webmaster’s Corner… from Joe N4JW
Did you know our club website has an RSS feed?
What is an RSS feed you ask? Per Wikipedia: “RSS stands for Really Simple Syndication
and is a web feed that allows users and applications to access updates to websites in a
standardized, computer-readable format. Subscribing to RSS feeds can allow a user to keep
track of many different websites in a single news aggregator, which constantly monitor
sites for new content, removing the need for the user to manually check them. News
aggregators (or “RSS readers”) can be built into a browser, installed on a desktop
computer, or installed on a mobile device.”
Since I started using Linux/Unix I use a text-based RSS reader called Newsboat, but there
are probably dozens of RSS reader programs for PC/Mac, or in the app stores for iOS
and Android. Once you have an RSS reader set up, you can add the club news feed
as follows:
https://w4ggm.org/categories/news/index.xml
Then the next time a news item is added to the MARC website, it will
automatically update the feed. When your RSS reader downloads the updated
feed, you will get the news item in your RSS reader on your computer or
phone. It’s that easy!
Other RSS feeds you might be interested in:
ARRL News: https://www.arrl.org/news/rss
eHam.net: https://www.eham.net/article/rss

tidbits…
The Morse Code Ninja code course… Here is a link to a great code course.
https://morsecode.ninja/learn/index.html thanks Brian AG4UX for the link

History of Callsigns… It’s a long video but very interesting how it all started. https:/
/www.youtube.com/watch?v=Su76QvChuEU

Fan Dipole…

A great video on the construction of a fan dipole from Dave KE0OG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSol1M8-qMI

V.E. OnlineTest Sessions… Video Supervised F.C.C Amateur Radio License Exam
Sessions. We make it easy to take an exam, to get your ham radio license, no matter which
element you take. We use the Zoom platform and ExamTools.
Visit : http://www.hamonlinetests.com/ to schedule your test session!

Quiz Answer… there are 32 states in Mexico

Andrew’s early Christmas present…
Christmas came a little early to my house this year.
Santa brought me a new toy. A GEOCHRON Atlas 4k.
This is the latest version of the famous GEOCHRON
mechanical clocks, now computerized.
I had absolutely no need for it, but I am a gadget
person. I ordered the GEOCHRON digital and found a
good buy on a 4K Hisense 60” TV. As you can see, the
TV is mounted above where I sit, so I invested in a
heavy-duty wall bracket that tilts. I have previously
installed a 75” TV, so I knew what I was getting into
with the mounting.
I measured about 10 times and found the studs, and
measured again, and checked for level a dozen times.
You really don’t want to drill holes into studs and bolt
one of these brackets up but once. The bracket I used for
the 60” TV spans three studs, so it had six, 2 ¾ inch bolts
to hold it to the wall. When I looked at the big lag bolts
that hold the bracket to the wall, I felt pretty secure it
would hold up. Then, when I screwed the other half of
the bracket to the TV, I had some concern looking at the
four small M6 X 12mm bolts that actually hold the TV
to the bracket. It looked like a fundamental design flaw,
but I hope the four small screws hold it up! After it was
all over, mounting the bracket to the wall was the hardest
part.
The new digital GEOCHRON has a HAM map layer
that you can add. Like other companies, this is a
subscription premium layer and will cost you about $6 a

month. All the other layers like time, satellites,
airplanes, temperature, pollution, and weather are
included with the basic GEOCHRON. The HAM layer
is a bundle of services. It has DX spotting (from
dxclusters), adding your call sign to the screen, MUF
layers, AMSAT layers, Maidenhead Grid squares, and
solar weather. Each of these has additional functions
you can turn on or off. You can also upload an ADIF file
to it, but I haven’t gotten that far. It is nice and useful and
looks great!
Sure, you can get all this over the internet on your
computer, but that is no fun.
If you are interested, there is an Earthquake/Volcano
layer you can add for a few more dollars a month. These
two premium layers come with a 5-day trial. Each item
in all the layers can be turned on and off. If you try and
display all of them, it will slow down. The little
GEOCHRON computer box is connected to your
internet service via cable or Wi-Fi. The box has a
remote control, so no digging through things over the
internet or on the TV. I’ll give it 5 stars!
The minimum 4K TV size is 36 inches. I managed
to squeeze a 60 inch above all my computers and radio
equipment. Now, I just hope it all stays up.
T. Andrew McCluskey
N4MCC

Not every one has $2,000 to
$4,000 for the beautiful
mechanical Geochrons made
since 1964. Many Geochron
enthusiasts have waited for years
for an affordable option in the
digital world, and this is it:
everything the mechanical
Geochron can do, plus
customizable settings, multiple
maps, live updates, and as big as
you want.
https://www.geochron.com/4k/

from the editor… Bill K4BX k4bx@arrl.net
Boy... are we gonna miss Cary or What? Every
Thursday Bob K4HRK and I would go sit with Cary for
about an hour. It was so interesting to talk to someone
that has seen as much as Cary had during his lifetime.
Bob and I would try to think of something to get Cary
reminiscing. As an example I once asked him about his
first car and he told us in was a Ford Model-T or Model
A. I don't remember which model but his dad gave him
the car but he had to fix it.
Another visit I asked him why he got into ham
radio and if had had an earlier interest in radio. He said
he really had no radio interest but after the war surplus
radio gear was cheap so he jumped into the hobby. The
picture below was his basement radio setup (around
1950) when he was working in the Cleveland Ohio
area. With all that gear you can tell he was really into
the hobby!

For several weeks Bob and I and Cary would
talk about what we thought were the greatest inventions
of our time. That gave us a lot to talk about! When we
asked Cary what he thought was the greatest invention
that he seen during his time, he mentioned the
transistor. Many other things cam up during out various
things like plastic, zippers, cell phones, and other
things. I was surprised that televisions didn't come up.
Can you imagine growing up before there were TV's?
Ohhhhh.... I do remember Cary saying he was glad he
got out of the rocket business before he had to deal with
computers.
I can't remember (I'm old) when I first met Cary.
Years ago he moved to Columbia because of his other
hobby with the little trains. The train tracks in Maury
County park draws these train enthusiasts from all over.
Cary loved the trains as much as ham radio and he
practically had a machine shop in his basement for
building the trains. Anyway we first met on the repeater
of course and one day we both meet in the old Wal-Mart
parking lot to have an eyeball QSO. If your thinking
what old Wal-Mart, you haven't lived in Columbia long
enough. The original Wally World was where Belks,
and Dunhams Sporting Goods are now.

What many of you don't know is the love Cary
had for the club. Many years ago he made a huge
contribution to the club for a new repeater system. He
wanted the repeater able to make announcements of
meetings and other club gatherings in increase the
attendance. Up until the Covid thing hit, he never
missed a club event unless he couldn't find a ride which
was very rare.
He has so many talents besides being a real
rocket scientist. He loved his ham radio career, loved
building and running the trains, He even loved music
and played the harmonica and guitar as well as sing. He
was very lucid right to the end. Sometimes when Bob
and I would be visiting, he’d be pretty quiet and Bob
and I would start talking about antennas or radio things.
But he was listening! More than once he’d say ‘wait a
minute’ and straighten us out.

Cary at his 100th Birthday Party
Oh…. The secret it his longevity? He loved
peanut butter, watermelon and ice cream! We’re gonna
miss you Cary… thanks for the memories and 73.
Bill K4BX

Cary at his 104th
Birthday

